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It all adds up to an intuitive, powerful driving experience. Keyless Access System greets you as
your approach the RLX, automatically adjusting climate, audio and seating variablesto your
personalized preferences. For its expansive, well-appointed interior , the RLX is remarkably
nimble. Form meets function. The sweeping silhouette of the RLX draws air away from the side
mirror and helps reduces wind noise. The definition of refined elegance, the spacious RLX
boasts impressive legroom for adults in both the front and the rear seats. Each Acura Sport
Hybrid is engineered to offer perfectly balanced power and luxury comfort. The very definition
of precision crafted performance. Refined and responsive. Amplitude Reactive Dampers
improve stability and absorb vibrations, ensuring a smooth and luxurious ride. Monocular
cameras help the Road Departure Mitigation System recognize road markings to keep you
moving in the right direction. The RLX 3. Protect your investment with Acura Genuine
Accessories like chrome-finished wheel locks. One drive will show you the RLX is engineered to
perform. Whatever your style, all standard and accessory inch alloy wheels complement refined
elegance and unparalleled performance. Top-grain Milano Premium Leather provide lateral
support and a refined finish to cradle you around any curve. Two screens are better than one.
Dual-display instrument panel provides up-to-the-minute performance data that brings car and
driver closer together. Enjoy unprecedented comfort and mobility with way power adjustments,
and 4-way lumbar support in both front seats. Switch gears, shift perspective. The elegant
design of the Electronic Gear Selector encased in cool chrome and real wood trim. All rights
reserved. With a speaker layout, both driving enthusiasts and audiophiles will be thrilled.
State-of-the-art seats available in four premium colors. Each offers contrast stitching and
Milano Premium Leather. Intuitive dual-screen displays provide up-to-the-minute system data as
well as interior feature controls. The uniquely engineered Easily access the illuminated center
console and find an array of USB charging ports and the convenient sliding smartphone storage
tray. The available Head-Up Display gives you important driving details where you need them
most. Get lost in elegant wood-grain finishes and metallic details. Raised sides keep dirt and
dust off upholstery and the factory-finished appearance keeps things sharp Become one. The
considered interior of the RLX blurs borders between human and machine with exquisite
comfort and convenience. First class on four wheels. With better legroom than many full-size
luxury sedans, the RLX lets passengers stretch out and enjoy the experience. It has a smooth
ride and awesome acceleration. I receive compliments from everyone who rides in it. Has all
features you would want with surround view camera, blind spot monitor, lane keeping, adaptive
cruise, etc. Endless combinations let you customize the look and feel of your sedan, protect and
perfect the interior and exterior, and design the perfect atmosphere for everyone on board. For
well-qualified buyers. Sign up to get the latest Acura RLX news and info. Your location will be
used to find dealers, inventory, and offers in your area. We were unable to retrieve your
location, please enter your ZIP code. Acura vehicle accessory costs, labor and installation vary.
Dealers set their own prices. Please consult your selected dealer. Certified Pre-Owneds.
Finance Helpful Links. Perfectly Placed Power. RLX Gallery of RLX Gallery 1 of 18 Keyless
Access System greets you as your approach the RLX, automatically adjusting climate, audio
and seating variablesto your personalized preferences. RLX Gallery 4 of 18 Form meets
function. RLX Gallery 6 of 18 The definition of refined elegance, the spacious RLX boasts
impressive legroom for adults in both the front and the rear seats. RLX Gallery 9 of 18 Refined
and responsive. RLX Gallery 17 of 18 Poetry in motion, perfection in park. Sweeping lines and
deft curves make the RLX stand out. RLX Gallery 18 of 18 Whatever your style, all standard and
accessory inch alloy wheels complement refined elegance and unparalleled performance.
Thumb 1. Thumb 2. Thumb 3. Thumb 4. Thumb 5. Thumb 6. Thumb 7. Thumb 8. Thumb 9.
Thumb RLX Gallery 2 of 18 Two screens are better than one. RLX Gallery 3 of 18 Enjoy
unprecedented comfort and mobility with way power adjustments, and 4-way lumbar support in
both front seats. RLX Gallery 4 of 18 Switch gears, shift perspective. RLX Gallery 9 of 18
State-of-the-art seats available in four premium colors. RLX Gallery 10 of 18 Intuitive
dual-screen displays provide up-to-the-minute system data as well as interior feature controls.
RLX Gallery 11 of 18 The uniquely engineered RLX Gallery 12 of 18 Easily access the illuminated
center console and find an array of USB charging ports and the convenient sliding smartphone
storage tray. RLX Gallery 14 of 18 Get lost in elegant wood-grain finishes and metallic details.
RLX Gallery 16 of 18 Become one. RLX Gallery 17 of 18 First class on four wheels. Other colors
available. Sport Hybrid model shown. Reach your preferred comfort level with ease. Precise
electronic control allows for three heat and three ventilation settings, along with a quick
warm-up feature. Surround-View Camera. Giving you the ability to see more, the Surround-View
Camera system delivers an unparalleled vantage point while parking. Six camera angles
positioned around the vehicle assist in uncovering potential obstacles. Intuitive Navigation. A
high-mounted 8-inch screen lets you find your destination using the Acura Navigation System

10 with Voice Recognition System. The service is available at no cost for three years after
purchase whereupon it will continue to be available on a subscription basis. Acoustic Glass.
Without increasing weight or thickness, the acoustic windshield and door glass of the RLX
reduce wind noise to reduce outside ambient noise and ensures a smooth, quiet ride. Get this
offer. First Name First Name. Last Name Last Name. I'd also like to receive Acura news and
information. The luxury sedan arena is fiercely competitive, so much so that having a powerful
engine, all the latest luxury gadgets and a handsome cabin chock full of high-end features may
not be enough. Case in point: the Acura RL. While it has a horsepower V6, standard all-wheel
drive, a classy interior, top-notch build quality and plenty of features, the Acura flagship sadly
remains off the radar of discerning shoppers. The RL's invisibility in this segment probably has
something to do with its rather dated styling. The RL's bland lines just don't catch eyes like its
more fashionable, more recently styled rivals. Furthermore, while its engine's output is certainly
adequate, most rivals offer the option of V8 power. In its favor, the RL is unexpectedly athletic
thanks to its advanced Super Handling All-Wheel Drive SH-AWD system, which automatically
and seamlessly apportions power to individual wheels to improve both traction and handling. In
the end, though, the Acura RL struggles to get noticed amid more tempting competitors. The
Hyundai Genesis is fully competitive in terms of luxury, yet even the 4. With so many other cars
to choose from, it's really not too surprising that the RL gets lost in the mix. The Acura RL is a
midsize luxury sedan that is available in three trim levels though the two upper "trims" are really
just a pair of packages. The RL with the Technology package adds adaptive headlights, a
back-up camera, rear parking sensors, heated and ventilated front seats, a wood-grain steering
wheel and shift knob, upgraded Bluetooth phone connectivity, GPS-linked solar-sensing climate
control and a navigation system with real-time traffic, real-time weather, Zagat restaurant
ratings and voice activation. Every Acura RL comes with Acura's "Super-Handling"
all-wheel-drive system that automatically apportions power to the optimum wheels for the best
traction and handling, reacting to road conditions to deliver a superior all-weather automobile.
Powering the RL is a 3. A six-speed automatic transmission with manual shift paddles is
standard. Standard safety features for the Acura RL include antilock disc brakes, stability and
traction control, front-seat side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and active front head
restraints. The available collision warning system can help prevent or minimize a frontal
accident by providing warnings to the driver or actually applying emergency braking if a
collision seems unavoidable. It scored the second-worst rating of "Marginal," however, in
roof-strength tests. In Edmunds brake testing, the RL delivered a lackluster foot stop from 60
mph. Most competitors record results that are 10 feet shorter. The Acura RL's rather
conservative appearance might lead some to assume that the ride quality and driving dynamics
may be more akin to an overly softened luxury car, but they'd be wrong. The ride quality is
balanced between luxurious compliance and sporty agility. The RL's V6 engine revs smoothly
and provides respectably quick acceleration. The Acura RL features an attractive and well-built
interior that is comparable to most other luxury sedans. The wood trim -- simulated or authentic
depending on the model's trim level -- frames the waterfall-style center stack, adding warmth to
the overall interior design. There are quite a few buttons and knobs in the cockpit, but the
voice-activated system and controls on the steering wheel deliver easier operation. We found
the standard speaker Bose audio system particularly notable for its clarity and power. On the
downside, the navigation system's graphics seem outdated when compared to competing
luxury sedans. The trunk space also leaves a bit to be desired, accommodating a slightly
below-average This may be the best value in the industry for mid-sized luxury sedans. I am very
grateful for the car mags and pundits dismissing this fine vehicle as boring This is my second
RL last was '06 and is a subtle step forward. Strong acceleration that gets better high in the
range thanks to the perfected V-Tec. Amazing super AWD that keeps the cap balanced at all
times in hard conering others still trying to catch up with this innovation. Very versatile driving
positions, and logical control layout. This car does everything very well, with class. How boring!
It's Nov Which means this review is as about as update as it gets so far. Car is a decade old I
bought the '05 version, not the '12 listed. Its like a great marriage. Reliable, dependable and
know what to expect. I had Subaru's prior to this car. To list its "perks" will take up so much
space. Its pretty much clicking "option all".. Its a tank in the snow, literally. Brakes are amazing,
but because of the weight, braking takes some getting used to. Stereo is amazing, couple with
the quiet, smooth ride. This car went for roughly 47k 10yrs ago, I can see why. Only have the oil
changed routinely. Other then that, no real "cost" to own and maintain. Not to mention the awd
is amazing so this car only needs all seasons. As for"performance". Its sports "luxury", not a
race car. The power is there when its needed, but this car is at its most fun in corners. The
balance on this car is incredible. For those that may get a lemon, I'm sorry. For those that have
found one that has been appreciated.. Finders keepers. Keep it!! Write a review. See all 2

reviews. Available styles include 4dr Sedan AWD 3. Consumer ratings and reviews are also
available for the Acura RL and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the RL 5. Edmunds
consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what
other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns
including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are
available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers
like the RL. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Acura RL and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the RL featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance,
mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and
performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review
was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives
every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive
and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay
attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's
enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in
the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive
database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle
you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find
out what other owners paid for the Acura RL. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new,
used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information
like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance ,
features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control,
parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type,
tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Acura Acura RL. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Same size as the less expensive TL subpar braking distances no V8 engine offered
aging design. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Sponsored cars
related to the RL. Most helpful consumer reviews 4. Side Impact Test Good. People who viewed
this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the RL both on the road and at the track. What
about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind
that the RL has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the
Acura RL is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners
and reveal what it's like to live with the RL. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in
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the reviews, and be sure to compare the RL's average consumer rating to that of competing
vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Acura RL is a good car.
Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the RL is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds
Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: 4dr Sedan AWD 3.
What do people think of the Acura RL? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Acura RL and all model years in our
database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team
of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Acura RL? Which Acura RLS are
available in my area? Can't find a new Acura RLs you want in your area? Consider a broader
search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Acura RL? Check out Acura lease
specials. Sign Up.

